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ZyPR: End-to-End Build Tool and Runtime Manager for Partial

Reconfiguration of FPGA SoCs at the Edge

ALEX R. BUCKNALL, University of Warwick, United Kingdom

SUHAIB A. FAHMY, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Saudi Arabia

Partial reconiguration (PR) is a key enabler to the design and development of adaptive systems on modern Field Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) Systems-on-Chip (SoCs), allowing hardware to be adapted dynamically at runtime. Vendor supported PR

infrastructure is performance limited and blocking, drivers entail complex memory management, and software/hardware

design requires bespoke knowledge of the underlying hardware. This paper presents ZyPR: a complete end-to-end framework

that provides high performance reconiguration of hardware from within a software abstraction in the Linux userspace,

automating the process of building PR applications, with support for the Xilinx Zynq and Zynq UltraScale+ architectures,

aimed at enabling non-expert application designers to leverage PR for edge applications. We compare ZyPR against traditional

vendor tooling for PR management as well as recent open source tools that support PR under Linux. The framework provides a

high performance runtime along with low overhead for its provided abstractions. We introduce improvements to our previous

work, increasing the provisioning throughput for PR bitstreams on the Zynq Ultrascale+ by 2× and 5.4× compared to Xilinx’s

FPGA Manager.

CCS Concepts: · Computer systems organization → Reconigurable computing; System on a chip; · Software and its

engineering → Development frameworks and environments.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: ield programmable gate arrays, partial reconiguration, adaptive systems

1 INTRODUCTION

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are capable of providing high performance custom computing for

resource heavy data center applications as well as high eiciency and low power embedded edge scenarios.

FPGAs in edge computing have been used to provide acceleration for applications such as machine learning [37],

image processing [47], and in-network processing [29]. Datacenters have found use for FPGAs in the acceleration

of complex computing tasks [9]. While FPGAs excel at accelerating speciic computations, system tasks such

as hosting an operating system (OS) and managing high level networking, are better suited to general purpose

processors such as CPUs. Numerous academic works have demonstrated performance characteristics and special-

isation of discrete computing devices such as FPGAs, GPUs, and CPUs, deining their comparative strengths [3].

The combination of FPGA hardware for high performance accelerators and general purpose processing systems

(PS) or CPUs has led to popular heterogeneous System on Chip (SoC) platforms from leading manufacturers, such

as the Zynq and Zynq UltraScale+ (ZynqMP) from Xilinx and the Stratix, Arria, and Cyclone families from Intel.

While such devices have the beneits of both generalised and accelerated computing, managing the abstraction

of custom accelerators in the programmable logic (PL) or FPGA fabric from the application processor can be

challenging as it demands expertise in integrating low level hardware design with the higher levels of abstraction

used for OS networking, and this is further complicated for domain speciic design frameworks such as for
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Fig. 1. Example Linux PR workflow. Designers are required to propagate their changes up from the accelerator, through to

the shell, the Linux kernel, as well as track PL changes from their high level applications.

machine learning. This challenge is further extended when the designer wishes to exploit specialised FPGA

features such as Partial Reconiguration (PR), which allows the FPGA to modify/update speciic regions while still

processing data. There are examples of PR being used in a variety of domains, such as space applications [1, 28],

in datacenters for cloud computing [12, 21] as well as image processing systems [25]. Given the rise in popularity

of FPGAs as platforms for neural networks [15], generalised support for runtime PR is becoming increasingly

important to enable the performance of specialised hardware to be coupled with some of the lexibility of software.

Managing the state of the FPGA hardware logic from software running on a CPU is challenging, making designing

and deploying such systems extremely complex.

In order for PR to inally become feasible in mainstream applications, a number of challenges must be addressed:

(1) designing and building PR systems should be possible by non-experts; (2) abstractions between hardware and

software must be managed such that both PR and accelerator performance is not impacted; (3) interacting with

hardware accelerators should not require driver level access Ð applications should run from OS userspace; and

(4) fragmentation of vendor hardware should be managed by tooling; the tools should be modular to support new

architectures.

Existing vendor as well as current academic tools typically either demand detailed platform expertise, tightly

weaved into the development low from start to inish or isolate each step, requiring build tasks to be managed

by separate domain experts [32]. Fig. 1 shows the four major stages of building for an FPGA operating system

and how under a traditional vendor low, changes at any stage (prior to the high level application) require the

designer to adjust other aspects of the build. An OS runtime’s control over hardware typically has no context of

the build process, being only aware of what is in the FPGA through logic implemented by the end application

designer, often using custom drivers, bespoke memory mappings and data transfer mechanisms. This applies

signiicant overhead to either the knowledge requirement of the end application designer or the cumulative

team that is building the various stages. Some frameworks such as Xilinx’s PYNQ [42] platform do provide some

hardware abstraction under a Python SDK and allow for independent register transfer level (RTL) compilation, to

reduce the need to recompile the Linux kernel, however this is typically at a performance loss, using slow and

unmanaged methods for coniguring hardware.

It is still diicult for edge application developers to build high performance accelerators using of-the-shelf

hardware IP cores without highly specialised knowledge. Our motivation for developing ZyPR is to enable an

independent designer to build PR accelerated Linux applications for modern edge applications. Designers should

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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be able to use existing HDL projects or IP cores, leaving the tools to determine compatibility and build hardware

infrastructure to support them.

In order to fulil the demands of a worklow targetted for an independent designer building PR accelerated edge

applications on Linux, the build and runtime tools should be able to automatically: (1) Determine compatibility of

PR modules and the static regions. (2) Generate PR conigurations based upon a user supplied conig ile. (3) Export

PR conigurations (memorymaps, bitstreams, register values) to a Linux image. (4) Implement runtime abstractions

that allow software centric control of hardware state. (5) Support non-PS centric data generation/acquisition.

Meeting these criteria is an important step to democratising the use of PR in embedded applications, signiicantly

reducing the complexity of heterogeneous systems design and deployment. In an earlier publication [8], we

introduced an early set of abstractions that we have built upon to enable an end-to-end (E2E), from FPGA

design to Linux image build, tool that allows for complete abstracted PR application development. The following

contributions were introduced in [8] :

• A high performance PR controller and linux runtime service (limited to approx. 380 MiB/s)

• PR build tool (only Vivado 2018.3, non-extensible and no support for end-to-end designs)

• Generated PR infrastructure using shared DMA resources (between accelerators and ICAP) with no support

for PR chaining

Our complete framework, ZyPR, extends the previous work on ZyCAP and fulils these criteria by automatically

constructing a ready-to-go Linux image for the designer to implement their higher level software applications,

without needing to concern themselves with complexities of hardware management from the Linux userspace.

We abstract hardware and driver deployment, generating the required infrastructure and kernel modules at

build time and exporting human readable JSON objects that may by consumed by our runtime tool as well as be

updatable/modiied by the designer to tweak behaviour. The key contributions of our framework are as follows:

• An extensible end-to-end FPGA PR and Linux build tool written in Python, for partially reconigurable

designs that automates the generation of infrastructure to support user logic and manages device tree

overlays, drivers, and memory mapped IO (up to Vivado 2020.3)

• A comprehensive hardware-sotware build abstraction that simpliies hardware management from a

user’s software application based around the AXI standards

• Support for edge-oriented acceleration where non-PS sourced data paths are allowed for chaining

reconiguration regions as well as from external PL peripherals

• Improved high performance asynchronous PR controller using the ZynqMP ICAP interface at near

theoretical throughput (increased to 757 MiB/s)

• A runtime PR coniguration API for PS-PL management that enables simple software abstraction of

memory mapped I/O, DMA streaming, as well as loading/unloading partial and complete bitstreams as part

of our described mode and coniguration abstractions

• A Vitis HLS case study using OpenCV edge accelerators in a PR application that demonstrates our

software abstraction and benchmarks performance and resources usage

2 CONCEPTS

We deine a number of important concepts in the context of our custom tools and specify their relevance to this

work; in order to explain abstractions and concepts, we provide some deinitions. We describe states as hardware

changes that may be conigured by setting AXI registers or by communicating with the hardware from another

bus protocol (e.g. DMA stream path). We deinemodes as the functional hardware accelerators which can be

loaded and unloaded from the FPGA using partial coniguration. This includes the partial bitstreams that deine

the hardware accelerators. We refer to a coniguration as a functional arrangement of modes that may perform

an abstracted acceleration function such as multiple modes in the datapath, sampling and iltering the incoming

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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data. A coniguration may consist of a number of modes, abstracting the operating state of the hardware with

both partial regions and the MMIO within the PR modules. In context of the build tool, a speciication ile is a

ile type that deines the parameters of the building worklow. This can be considered as a initial setup ile, not to

be confused with the deinition of conigurations; ile is referred to as the spec.json.

2.1 Heterogeneous Systems on Chip

Traditional edge computing has utilised generalised computing, typically application processors (or CPUs), such

as ARM A-Series processors. Application processors excel at tasks such as scheduling software running on top

of an operating system, managing networking interfaces as well as generalised data manipulation and support

for high level user applications and libraries. Contrastingly, FPGAs are programmable hardware devices best

suited for accelerating parallel tasks through custom datapath design. They are ideally suited to high data rate

applications such as image processing or machine learning, where generalised compute might only be able to

provide limited performance. However FPGAs typically operate at signiicantly lower clock rates than application

processors and need to implement soft-CPU cores to execute software, limiting their performance for general

computing. Heterogeneous SoCs couple application processors and FPGAs to leverage high performance and

eiciency in both generalised and accelerated computing respectively, using high performance interfaces on

the same chip. The application processor is connected to a wide range of external interfaces and comprises

the Processor Subsystem (PS). The FPGA logic is generic and comprises the Programmable Logic (PL) region.

Managing the abstraction interface between a CPU and an FPGA has been a long standing topic of research

discussion, leading to many approaches to manage and ease the worklow between systems, in particular from

the perspective of how the OS views the hardware in the FPGA. At this time, Xilinx ofers two device families for

Heterogeneous SoCs, the Zynq and Zynq Ultrascale+; our framework supports both devices.

2.2 Operating Systems

To control and manage a tightly coupled FPGA, an operating system may consist of a number of management

layers, that include both the hardware and software infrastructure. We split the hardware management into three

layers: controlling the status of the FPGA logic (PR or full reconiguration), controlling the shell interfaces for

moving data between the PS and the PL, and inally controlling the PL accelerator, such as managing modes,

starting/stopping/interrupts, etc. While other embedded operating systems exist, in the context of this work we

speciically refer to embedded Linux as it is widely supported on ARM processors and is the target operating

system of major vendors’ build tooling, such as Xilinx’s PetaLinux.

2.3 Partial Reconfiguration

Partial Reconiguration is the modiication of one or more sections of an FPGA’s logical resources during which

the remaining sections or static regions are unaltered. [36] provides a wide overview of technical aspects of PR

as well as academic work in the area that examines and addresses improvements and benchmarks concerning

the technology. Dynamic PR (DPR) describes a feature of the FPGA’s to continue to perform operations while

undergoing the reconiguration. Conversely, we label complete reconiguration of the FPGA under a reset

condition as static or full reconiguration. PR is achieved by writing partial bitstreams, generated speciically

from the FPGA build worklow, to a coniguration port on the FPGA and in the case of a heterogeneous SoC,

is typically initiated by the application processor. PR has a number of beneits including time-multiplexing of

hardware, making more eicient use of the logical resources available in the FPGA, efectively allowing for larger

hardware applications to be deployed. Additionally, the time taken to update these partial regions is considerably

shorter than static reconiguration as reconiguration is proportional to the size of the bitstream that is written to

the FPGA’s coniguration port. In the context of this paper, we use the term PR to describe dynamic PR.

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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2.4 PR Design Workflow

The worklow for designing PR applications is complex, requiring expertise across multiple domains, including

RTL design, operating system coniguration, kernel driver, and high level software design. A typical worklow

will include: designing the low level shells for PR modules, development of the PL accelerators, designing a

custom Linux image with drivers and kernel support, as well as the high level application that will consume and

control the PL.

Complexity in the design of accelerator hardware can be expressed as a design challenge, beyond the scope of

this research where numerous academic tools as well as vendor supplied frameworks, such as Xilinx’s Vitis HLS,

provide a software centric approach to designing hardware accelerators using simpliied constructs in common

software languages like C++. This paper presents abstractions for the reduction of complexity in the build times

and run times speciically for PR applications. Reducing the development complexity of the hardware accelerators

themselves, remain a design challenge as the paradigms for designing hardware are not a direct translation to

high performance software design. We are able to leverage the fact that many of these higher level accelerator

design lows have consistent interface generation, e.g. AXI.

2.5 PR Runtime (FPGA Manager)

Most Xilinx Zynq and all current Zynq Ultrascale+ PR runtimes use Xilinx’s supplied FPGAManager driver which

abstracts the Processor Coniguration Access Port (PCAP) interface for loading PR modules. FPGA Manager is a

general reconiguration driver available in the Linux kernel for controlling/provisioning tightly coupled FPGAs

from Linux. FPGA Manager uses the PCAP on the SoC to load the PL with either static or partial bitstreams. In

order to load the PCAP, FPGAManager must perform a sequence of register reads and writes to the Coniguration

Security Unit (CSU) registers which are managed by the ARM Trusted Firmware (ATF) and then the Platform

Management Unit (PMU). Once the PCAP is set up and prepared for loading, a DMA transfer can be performed

to the CSU, containing the target bitstream for lashing, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Loading of the PCAP from FPGA Manager (ZynqMP)[43].

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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We argue against using FPGA Manager for PR management for its limited performance (due to the use of

PCAP), blocking software paradigm (which halts the software low until PR is complete) and inability to apply

design tree fragments while performing PR (required to alert the Linux kernel to hardware changes). FPGA

Manager also does not support caching of bitstreams and loads bitstreams from the Linux ilesystem, rather than

higher performance physical memory-mapped locations.

3 BACKGROUND

To efectively explain the current state of research for PR design lows, both vendor tooling and academic works

are evaluated.

3.1 Vendor Tools

Major FPGA vendors, including Xilinx and Intel ofer their own implementations of PR, with varying degrees of

support on recent FPGA SoC platforms. The build tools speciically target Xilinx’s Zynq and Zynq Ultrascale+

devices as support for PR is more widely documented and there is a larger user community than for other vendors.

There is potential to support other vendors such as Intel in future work.

3.1.1 Xilinx Vivado Design Suite. Xilinx Vivado is the suite of hardware tools for FPGAs, encompassed by the

Vitis platform, to help users design, build and deploy custom bitstreams onto Xilinx FPGAs. This tool includes the

worklows for synthesis, implementation, and place and route. While this software does provide worklows for

some automation of the PR design low using the Dynamic Function Exchange wizard tool, this is limited such

that the designer must ensure that their PR modules correctly match the base design including interfaces, the

allocated pBlocks or Reconigurable Partitions (RP), as well as assembling and extracting any memory mapped

addresses from such modules if required to be exposed at runtime to the Linux kernel. We speciically examined

Vivado from version 2019.2 onwards, with the introduction of the Dynamic Function Exchange tools.

3.1.2 Dynamic Function Exchange. Dynamic Function Exchange (DFX) is a Xilinx device feature that allows a

user to dynamically modify blocks of logic by downloading partial bitstreams while the remaining logic continues

to operate without interruption, referred to elsewhere as DPR. DFX is a collection of tools provided by Xilinx to

reduce some of the complexities associated with designing partially reconigurable applications. DFX provides a

simpliied wizard for reducing repetition when creating PR modules but this only extends as far as allowing the

user to automate the swapping in/out of PR modules into the build low. The DFX suite does ofer IP cores for

managing reconiguration including tools for managing the low of data into and between static and PR regions

but these do not support loading from an AXI-Stream transaction, such as with Direct Memory Access (DMA)

from the PS.

3.1.3 Xilinx Vitis. The Xilinx Vitis uniied platform comprises a collection of hardware and software layers for

building embedded applications. In relation to the tools, we refer to Vitis SDK as Xilinx’s previously named XSDK

software suite for building bare metal and Linux applications. Vitis is typically designed to build C/C++ Linux

applications for the Zynq and ZynqMP platforms where the user’s code may be required to interface with kernel

drivers or modules. It is intended to be used with the PetaLinux build worklow, for access to the kernel headers

and dynamic libraries required for linking.

3.1.4 PetaLinux. PetaLinux is Xilinx’s build tool for embedded Linux deployments and is based on the open

source Yocto build tooling, using the same recipes and build structures to generate custom Linux images. Xilinx

supports the ability to pass hardware conigurations between Vivado and PetaLinux using their XSA compressed

object, which speciies information about hardware, such as Memory Mapped Input/Output (MMIO) addresses,

support for their own IP cores, and drivers such as the DMA controller. Fig. 3 shows the pipeline from Vivado,

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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Vitis, and PetaLinux for generating the boot.bin Linux image that contains bitstreams, irst stage bootloaders,

as well as other power management irmware. While this pipeline supports static designs, due to the changing

interfaces and modules, it is unsuitable for PR worklows as deinitions such as MMIO register controls are

not tightly deined, as the generated XSA ile includes the build information for only the base design, not the

subsequent PR modules.

Vivado

boot.bin

X
S

A

FPGA bitstreams

psu_init*

PMUFW

FSBL

XSDK

pmufw.elf

fsbl.elf

ATF

U-Boot

Petalinux

Hardware Description

Fig. 3. The Xilinx Linux build flow.

Fig. 4 shows how the Xilinx tools are used together to design and develop embedded Linux applications. While

there are automated aspects of this design low, such as the exporting of AXI addresses (MMIO) to be used for

generating a static Linux device tree, this only supports a traditional static design low, with no support for PR

hardware.

3.2 Current Research

Signiicant work has been conducted across various aspects of the PR worklow, in particular on the FPGA loor

planning process, where loor planning is the spatial placement of logical designs on the FPGA, and/or on the

scheduling of PR loading from the processing system. Tools like GoAhead [4] leverage vendor tooling for the

building of reusable Reconigurable Modules (RM), intending to make designs more portable and potentially

compatible across diferent FPGA devices and PR applications. GoAhead can generate interfaces for PR modules

to enable simple integration with the static region and abstract low level designing. [46] focuses on the DPR

worklow for building RMs and automating RP generation; it is built on top of Vivado TCL scripts and ofers a

simpliied worklow for building PR applications. Their tool, however, impacts the size of the partial bitstreams

and thus further increases the time taken to load over the PCAP interface. More recently [16] provides an

automatic loor planning methodology that enables the generation of IP, independent of architecture and able to

target larger SoCs such as the Zynq Ultrascale+ devices. The work in [48] introduces a hardware architecture

that packages FPGA resources as blackboxes, conigurable at runtime where a software stack allows for task

scheduling in the FPGA using PR to load accelerators. Their design focuses predominately on task scheduling and

utilises a slot based architecture with ixed interfaces. The results demonstrate high eiciency when accelerator

execution time exceeds the cost of reconiguration delay.

Open source tools are essential to this ield of research as there is not a single approach that can solve all of

the issues of PR application development. Tools such as FPGA Operating System [32] are designed to isolate

each element of the worklow such that designers with expertise can independently develop these components,

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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Table 1. Build tool comparison.
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Xilinx Vivado ★ ★ ●★ ✥ ★ ✥ ●★ ●★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Intel Quartus ★ ★ ●★ ✥ ★ ★ ●★ ●★ ★ ★ ★ ★

ReconOS ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ●★ ●★ ★ ★ ✥ ●★

FOS ✥ ●★ ★ ★ ●★ ✥ ●★ ●★ ●★ ✥ ✥ ✥

ARTICo3 ✥ ●★ ★ ★ ●★ ✥ ●★ ●★ ●★ ✥ ✥ ✥

CoPR ✥ ✥ ●★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

ZyPR ✥ ●★ ●★ ★ ✥ ✥ ✥ ✥ ✥ ✥ ✥ ✥

✥ : The step is fully automated by the tool requiring no designer intervention.★ : No automation in this operation.●★ : Partial automation is provided by tool.

while others [2] ofer highly integrated worklows that tightly integrate the movement of data between PS and

PL using custom APIs.

3.2.1 FPGA Operating System. FOS [32] is a recent build framework and runtime that modularises the design

low of PR applications for the Zynq and ZynqMP. It provides optimisations in the domain of abstracting the

FPGA-Linux barrier to focus on resolving challenges to do with segmenting the design low for interoperability

across a team, enabling stages to be oloaded to bespoke designers with domain expertise. In their low, the

designer(s) must be aware of non-trivial considerations for PR hardware such as creating PL device constraints,

generating a custom Linux device tree, as well as how to interface high level software applications with hardware

accelerators, either through kernel drivers or userspace abstractions on kernel drivers. FOS supports compiling PR

modules independent of the shell interfaces, performed by bitstream manipulation to dynamically assign physical

fabric mapping to the PR modules allowing them to abstract resource allocation [24], as opposed to the traditional

low which requires locking a static design to implement a PR module. However, similar to other frameworks

that utilise custom PR shells, there is limited support for interfacing peripherals such as Ethernet controllers,

MIPI cameras, etc., directly with the accelerators, irst requiring conversion into a standard shell interface (AXI4

or AXI4-Lite) which is not factored into the design low. FOS targets applications where a development low

might be implemented across multiple designers working in isolation; the tools aim to enable a worklow for a

single software designer to build accelerated applications. The FOS runtime supports a multi-tenancy scheduler

that manages provisioning for multiple clients. For the runtime, intended for a single user edge application, we

choose not to build in unnecessary complexity to the framework, arguing that multi-tenancy is bettered intended

for centralised oloaded compute applications.

Other tools [48] have also focused on scheduling of PR systems, aiming to provide a framework for eicient

task switching and provisioning of the PL within heterogeneous systems. As there is a signiicant body of work in

this domain, our tools predominately focus on the abstraction as well as the build process for the designer, rather

than the well established domain of PR scheduling. Instead an open runtime API and abstraction are provided to

enable task scheduling to be built around the hardware and software infrastructure.

The work in [23] suggests extensions to FOS that provide plugin support for the ICAP. However, the driver

and HDL code for has not been published to the open source code repository for FOS. It is diicult to quantify the

features of their driver, such as if it supports asynchronous triggering of PR, without additional insight into how

the driver functions. It does however appear to suggest that it ofers reconiguration directly from the network,

described as remote coniguration, which ofers similar advantages as described in [7]. Table 1 show a comparison

of current competing tools that target relevant devices and current vendor place and route tooling. A comparison

of runtime managers is shown in table 2.

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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3.2.2 ReConOS. ReConOS [2] allows generation of PR bitstreams but these must be compiled along with the

kernel as custom drivers and bespoke hardware components. This means that future PRmodules require the kernel

to be recompiled with the new bitstreams and associated drivers. Additionally, no device tree conigurations for

underlying modules are generated so PR modules that require speciic conigurations, such as difering memory

maps, require recompilation of the kernel.

The group behind ReconOS recently expanded this vision for a hardware abstracted Robot Operating System

(ROS2) platform built on top of ReconOS framework, ReconROS [19]. ReconROS features multithreaded program-

ming interfaces for both hardware and software control with APIs for consistent programming models across

hardware and software boundaries. They utilise the shell interfaces present in ReconOS with additional APIs that

wrap the ROS2 subscriber/publisher methodologies to interface between hardware and software. A ReconROS

application is designed in a similar manner to the ReconOS worklow, extending the original tooling to generate

a hardware and software output but with ROS2 middleware accompanying. Their platform targets the Zynq-7000

platform and not the Zynq Ultrascale.

While existing PR frameworks provide access to PR with the compromise of overhead, portability, and

performance, we ofer a combination of lightweight build abstractions that extend vendor tooling with limited

modiications to kernel drivers, focusing on abstracting control from the userspace while providing the highest

possible performance for both PR and PL accelerators. Frameworks such as FOS divide the build process between

multiple domain experts and provide support for multi-user distributed accelerators. The abstractions focus on

enabling a single user to develop and deploy high performance adaptive system applications within Linux. The

complexity of standard vendor tooling presents a signiicant barrier to entry for new users and we attempt to

address this with the tooling abstractions. These extend to the runtime API which means a developer without PR

application experience can write the software to manage the reconiguration seamlessly at runtime.

3.2.3 ARTICo3. [27] is another automated toolchain designed for PR application deployment. They describe their

tool as being able to dynamically adapt between trade ofs with computing performance, energy consumption,

and fault tolerance, meeting the demands of a cyber physical system. ARTICo3 extends the ReConOS system bus;

the designer is expected to conform worklow APIs for controlling PR kernels, which provide abstracted access

to hardware, with the caveat that HDL or C/C++ kernels must conform to a shell deined interface. This means

that accelerators (referred to as kernels in [27]) must be designed to it the shell interfaces and thus their runtime

API. This does provide an advantage to discretely allocate resources per PR shell such as local memory banks

for each shell, where accelerators act as virtual slave peripherals in the AXI infrastructure. HLS libraries are

ofered to simplify kernel design, all custom accelerators should be designed with the expectation that the local

memory blocks for each accelerator is used to move data between the accelerator and the rest of the infrastructure.

This simpliies PR with a standard interface between the static and reconigurable regions but adds design time

complexity.

The ARTICo3 runtime executes from the Linux userspace, written in C. Their API uses a custom kernel platform

module to manage virtual-physical memory management as well as DMA control. While the kernel platform

module is relatively lightweight, it means that any changes in the Linux kernel must be ixed in the framework,

as opposed to using vendor drivers such as Xilinx’s DMA driver.

3.2.4 Summary. Across the most recent and notable toolchains that target simpliication of the PR build process,

we identify a number of key issues concerning the build tools and runtime managers. Hardware kernels are

common across the diferent tools, pushing designers to learn custom worklows for designing/wrapping their

acceleration functions as well as writing software with consideration for framework speciic APIs. Additionally,

there is no support for non-PS centric data transfer; accelerators are treated as isolated co-compute for the PS and

externally connected devices such as high speed cameras and sensors must be connected irst to the PS before

data can be accelerated in the PL. The runtime managers included with these tools use Xilinx’s FPGA Manager
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FPGA Manager ✥ ★ ★ ★ ★ ✥ ●★ ●★ ★

ReconOS* ✥ ✥ ★ ★ ✥ ★ ✥ ●★ ★

FOS* ✥ ✥ ★ ✥ ●★ ✥ ✥ ✥ ●★

ARTICo3* ✥ ✥ ★ ✥ ★ ✥ ✥ ✥ ●★

ZyCAP ★ ✥ ✥ ★ ✥ ★ ●★ ★ ★

ZyPR ✥ ✥ ✥ ★ ✥ ✥ ●★ ✥ ✥

✥ : Fully supported.★ : Unsupported.●★ : Partial support or allows other tools to implement. *Built on top of FPGA Manager.

driver for reconiguration, restricting the potential PR throughput and latency to that available with the PCAP

interface.

3.3 PR Managers

Most PR managers for FPGA SoC support the Xilinx Zynq, however the difering architecture of the ZynqMP

requires the PS for loading bitstreams and thus a software layer is required to perform initial reconiguration,

either from within an OS or on bare metal. Most modern tools are built on top of Xilinx’s FPGA Manager tool,

including those noted in table 2, for loading PR bitstreams and use the PCAP interface. Some of the mentioned

works extend the functionality of FPGA Manager but are generally limited at runtime by the drawbacks of

FPGA Manager, including those discussed in subsection 2.5. We argue that FPGA Manager is unsuitable for high

performance PR applications such as image processing or inline data streaming as the reconiguration latency and

throughput is comparatively low compared to other methods, later highlighted in subsection 6.2. Reconiguration

time may be in the region of tens of milliseconds, for typically sized bitstreams, of which crucial data may be

lost/missed in this period, given a high performance application.

The work in [20] examines high throughput reconiguration channels using the PR performance of the

ICAP (Internal Coniguration Access Port), while others have overclocked the primitive to see throughput

of close to 800MB/s [11]. These works have targeted standalone FPGAs or older architectures and do not

provide programming capacity for a tightly coupled processing system such as on the Zynq or ZynqMP devices.

ZyCAP [35] introduced the concept of a high-throughput hardware controller along with a high-level software

controller running on the Xilinx Zynq-7000 processor. It achieved a reconiguration throughput of 382MB/s from

the PS to PL over ICAP but was limited by a lack of support for a full OS such as Linux as well as limited support

for high-levels of hardware abstraction. Our work in [6] showed how the ICAP could be programmed over DMA

on the Zynq Ultrascale+ devices and the authors of [23] increased the clock frequency of the ICAP to 200 MHz,

further increasing performance to close to the theoretical 800 MB/s.

4 BUILD TOOLFLOW

Our worklow difers from current tools with its aims and implementation details, generating PR infrastructure

speciic for serving edge applications. The ZyPR tools provide a complete E2E FPGA to Linux worklow to tightly

integrating PR systems design as a simple software centric design solution. Tools such as FOS ofer a design low

intended for multiple designers requiring speciic domain knowledge, albeit compartmentalised for oloading,

meaning that for an optimal design worklow, a diverse team of domain experts is required. Our tools extend

recent works by:
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• Trading ine-grain control at each stage of the design process for deeper abstractions, requiring less expertise

from a single designer

• Ofering better support for varying accelerator interfaces, by generating support infrastructure at build

time rather forcing standardised shell interfaces

• Providing an alternative to a PS driven datalow; with the expectation for high data rate sensors and

peripherals to be attached to the PL

• Reduce the low level complexity of end-to-end PR software application development by use of mainline

userspace-kernel software drivers

• Improving on loading throughput and latency for PR bitstreams for Linux applications

While academic works have examined the runtime of PR management, many of these tools still require the

designer to use the standard vendor build worklows. This approach is appropriate for static designs as hardware

details such as hardware memory address locations are ixed and can be passed between Vivado and the Vitis

SDK tools using XSA export iles, however this is not compatible with a worklow that generates multiple PR

bitstreams. We provide an integrated hardware build toollow that generates structural outputs that are used to

implement the driver, software, and abstraction components required by the Linux build process and PR runtime.

The worklow is designed to allow a single user to implement accelerator cores directly with their high level

software applications. The tools manage the shell generation through to Linux kernel changes to support the

various generated PR modules, abstracted through conigurations and modes. The build low, both FPGA and

Linux components, are written as an extensible Python command line interface (CLI) tool, allowing them to be

used either as a CLI or Python library for custom build projects, such as automating for multiple device types.

The build tool utilises the Edalize Python library for interacting with EDA tools programmatically [17]. Edalize is

used to inject template TCL scripts that control the Vivado worklow at build time.

4.1 Hardware Abstraction

Under the framework, states, modes, and conigurations are deined to abstract hardware control from the

designer’s software application [6]. Individual hardware components can exist in a set of possible states, each of

which might adjust some internal hardware registers (a parametric change), or force a hardware reconiguration

with a new circuit (a structural change). Combined together, multiple components form a validmode of the system

that can be set by the cognitive decision logic. In this way, it is shielded from managing the low-level states of

individual components. Fundamental hardware structure may change through modiication of access to speciic

sensors or actuators (such as a radio switching from sensing to communication modes). These are referred to

as distinct hardware conigurations, that may require a diferent set of data interfaces between software and

hardware. At runtime operation, the decision logic communicates coniguration changes to the hardware through

a runtime or coniguration manager (CM) which abstracts the underlying changes to hardware required for the

desired coniguration and mode. The CM is responsible for abstracting the software to hardware interface with an

application programming interface (API).
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Fig. 4. Stages of the PR build flow. [8]
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4.2 Infrastructure Generation

To resolve the complexities of integrating custom accelerators, the tools attempt to automatically build internal

FPGA logic to accommodate interfaces and peripherals of the user’s design. Fig. 5 shows the generalised archi-

tecture for how shell logic and infrastructure is generated for corresponding PR designs. Currently the tool is

capable of parsing Verilog top level modules for their required interfaces as the port and interface extraction

leverages Pyverilog [31], an open source Verilog design processing toolkit written in Python. This however does

not limit the provided IP from only being supplied as Verilog sources, the tool can also accept VHDL libraries and

TCL scripts that are required to build the target modules. The only restriction is that the top level ports must be

provided in Verilog so the tools can extract interfaces. High Level Synthesis (HLS) generated IP cores can also be

used as input sources for PR modules, supporting building directly from the imported core or pre-generating the

IP cores to be consumed within the user’s logic. We utilise Xilinx’s AXI interconnect and AXI-Stream arbiter IP

cores for routing data paths between the DMA controller and MMIO reads/writes from the PS. Any signalling

within the PL is managed by the ZyPR runtime, which will set the AXI-Stream arbiter master and slave addresses

according to the applied conigurations. In future work we aim to improve port extraction by providing full

support for VHDL and SystemVerilog.

Proposed API

User Software Application

ZyPR API

ZyPR Runtime Manager

AXI DMA Driver DMA Arbitrator udmabuf Driver UIO Driver

PR Shell PR Shell PR Shell PR Shell

AXIS AXI

PR Cell 0 PR Cell 1 PR Cell ... PR Cell N

DMA Controller

&
Demux

AXI 
Interconnect

AXIS Mux AXI 
Interconnect

PL Bus Arbitration

PS

PL
AXI

1:N N:1
ICAP

SPI
MIPI
Etc.

External 
Peripherals

HPHP/HPC

Fig. 5. PL architecture generated using the ZyPR build tooling.

4.2.1 Compile-time Generated Interfacing. To allow for a variety of PRRs, the build tool generates infrastructure

at compile-time to support the accelerator interfaces. Parsed interfaces available on the module using a custom

Python library interfacer, which is able to extract supported protocols, used by the build tool to match and

generate infrastructure for including AXI interconnects and AXI-Stream arbitrators (multiplexer/demultiplexers).

Currently this supports AXI Standard/Lite, AXI-Stream, General Purpose IO, Interrupts, Clocks, and Resets; it is

designed to be extensible by the designer allowing them to specify their own protocols, such as using I2C and

MIPI interfaces. The Interfacer library is able to extract interface widths and pass this information upwards to the
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toolchain which then determine the infrastructure to generate, such as setting default widths for interconnects as

well as bus width converters, if required. At present, the Interfacer library supports Verilog modules however due

to the nature of this Python library, adding support for additional languages only requires a port/interface parser

for the target language. In future work, we intend to support SystemVerilog and VHDL. The library does not

currently handle difering/crossing clock domains between PRRs as this requires speciic attention when loor

planning. However the designer may specify their own pblock placements for accelerators and can manually

accommodate for crossing clock domains with custom logic and pblock locations.

1 "VERSION": "0.0.2",

2 "PROTOCOLS": {

3 "AXI": {

4 "STREAM_MASTER": {

5 "DIRECTION": "output",

6 "PARAMETERS": {

7 "PRAGMA": "(* X_INTERFACE_PARAMETER = \"{0}\" *)",

8 "PARAM": {

9 "HAS_TLAST": "bool",

10 ...

11 }

12 }

13 "INTERFACES": {

14 "TDATA": {

15 "REQUIRED": true,

16 "DIRECTION": "output"

17 },

18 ...

19 }

20 }

Listing 1. AXI-Stream Master Interface

Listing 1 shows the interfacer protocol deinition for the AXI-Streammaster interface, used to parse AXI-Stream

interfaces and extend the generated AXIS arbitrator from Fig. 5.

4.2.2 Automatic PR Region Generation. The tools will search the user’s speciication ile for PRRs, assign the

speciied pBlocks and build the PR logic accordingly. Listing 2 shows a speciication ile, with a 2 region PRR,

where a chroma ilter is generated for both regions but the image resize and gaussian ilter may only be generated

in region_a and region_b. A user may choose to do this if they know a module is resource intensive as there is

only a inite selection of logic available in the PL. The tools will assign the RP and then create synthesis and

implementation runs for each region in an out of context worklow, allowing for the modules to be used in PR

bitstream generation. Currently the tools will warn the user resource requirements exceed the PRR speciied

(speciication shown in listing 2).

Fig. 6 shows an example of the post-build generated wrappers for the user’s HDL modules. In this instance, the

tools generated 2 wrappers (supporting 2 conigurations), an AXI Lite for control and an AXI-Stream interface for

data streaming. The generated wrapper will at least contain a union of the interfaces of the underlying modules,

where any interfaces unused by a module are automatically tied of. This can support varying sized interfaces, for

example one module with a 32bit AXI-Stream and another with a 64bit interface, with the caveat that performance

may be degraded if data-width conversion modules/IPs are used.

We choose not to address the issue of loorplanning within the tool and instead provide standard slot-based

PRR for the supported devices, with layouts for 1 to 4 accelerator partitions. These slot deinitions are stored with
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the board iles and the tools provide a lexible mechanism (via Python API) to automate this resource allocation, if

required. We provide the ability to specify the pBlocks via the speciication iles such that external loorplanning

tools may be used in conjunction with the build tool. Signiicant research [34] [26] [5] has already been conducted

in this space and thus we consider custom loorplanning to be out of the scope of this work. In future work, we

intend to automatically allocate the pBlock regions intelligently, without manual input from the designer, based

on methods such as those described in [33], [10].

1 {

2 "pr_regions": {

3 "region_a": {

4 "pblock": [

5 "SLICE_X36Y121:SLICE_X47Y155 DSP48E2_X3Y50:DSP48E2_X4Y61 ..."

6 ],

7 "default_config": "config_a",

8 "configs": [

9 "chroma",

10 "resize"

11 ]

12 },

13 "region_b": {

14 ...

15 }

16 }

17 }

Listing 2. Multi-region specification with pblock definition

Fig. 6. Synthesis schematic ater build tool generates wrappers for each PRR
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4.2.3 PR Module Chaining. The tools provide a chained region generation feature for edge applications, where

multiple accelerators may be connected directly together to better serve streaming data such as image processing

or in-network packet processing. Currently this feature supports AXI streaming interfaces where the user can

specify that the master and slave AXIS interfaces are connected to another accelerator rather than directly back

to the PS (via DMA). The compile-time generated infrastructure allows PRRs to be connected to each other, in

the described data chaining pipeline. Traditional shell based accelerators must move data irst to the PS before it

can be redirected to another accelerator, which disadvantages PL acceleration when the PL is the data ingress for

sensors and peripherals. The tool allows a user to declare in the speciication ile, if regions should be connected

to each other or to even external IO on the FPGA for outboard sensors or peripherals. This type of design is

amenable to edge acceleration where accelerators are likely to ingest data from sources either connected directly

to the PL before the data arrives at the PS or where data might require manipulation in a sequence of accelerators.

4.2.4 Customised Base Design. Under the default settings, the base design will encapsulate the user’s accelerator

with a generated shell, built from the interface information extracted by the interfacer library. This can be

overridden with custom base designs to allow interfacing with external interfaces for example, high speed camera

interfaces such as MIPI CSI, assuming the underlying hardware supports this. The default layout utilises a single

DMA controller with generated arbitrators for both the ICAP control interface and any accelerator modules that

use AXI Streaming interfaces. The AXI Streaming interface is particularly important as it enables a continuous

block of memory to be transferred between the PS and PL, such as with edge applications such as image processing

or network traic analysis. The default worklow scales according to the number of user PRRs and exposed AXI

interfaces identiied within those PRRs. Additionally this may also be overwritten to isolate the reconiguration

DMA (for ICAP) and a unique DMA for the accelerators (using a dedicated HP(C) port), where the DMA may also

be conigured as video DMA or standard DMA. We target a base clock of 200 MHz for designs but can split the

clock into a 200 MHz clock for the ICAP and a lower speed clock for the accelerator, if the accelerator does not

support such frequency. The memory addressing for the control of the DMA arbitration to ICAP and accelerators

is abstracted within coniguration iles and set by the Linux runtime manager.

4.2.5 Internal Configuration Access Port. For high performance reconiguration, we choose to utilise a hard ICAP

primitive within the PL for streaming partial bitstreams. The ICAP is a hard macro available in modern Xilinx

FPGAs, with minor diferences between the ICAPE2 macro on the Zynq and the ICAPE3 on the ZynqMP. The

ICAPE3 oicially supports transferring bitstreams at a clock frequency of 200 MHz and provides more output

signalling than ICAPE2, such as with error statuses and the ability to trigger status interrupts.

ICAPE2
CLK

CSIB

I[31:0]

RDWRB

O[31:0]

ICAPE3
CLK

CSIB

I[31:0]

RDWRB

O[31:0]

AVAIL

PRDONE

PRERROR

Fig. 7. ICAPE2 and ICAPE3 macros.

The tools automatically determine the target device and deploy infrastructure accordingly. If targetting a Zynq

device, the ICAPE2 will be used at 100 MHz and if a ZynqMP is selected then the infrastructure builds for a

200 MHz clock and the ICAPE3 signalling. A unique DMA controller can be allocated for the ICAP as well as

for each of the user’s accelerators, at the cost of additional logical resources. When sharing a DMA controller,

the tool will prioritise the accelerator clock frequency and clock the ICAP according to the slowest common
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clock, potentially reducing reconiguration time if the accelerated region is running at a lower frequency than

the ICAP. We use a Python toolbox for building digital hardware, nmigen [38] to generate the interfaces for the

ICAPE2 and ICAPE3 at compile-time. This allows us to parametrically build the interfaces and signalling for the

PR controller, routing ICAP status signals back to the PS over a common AXI-Lite interface.

4.3 Linux Build Flow

We support building directly into a pre-prepared Linux image, implementing and generating the requirements

for each coniguration and its supported modes from hardware. This information is passed from the FPGA build

stages in the form of coniguration JSON objects consisting of the memory address mappings, PR bitstreams

and default values for MMIO registers. This is used for coniguring the Linux image to allow for ICAP access,

generating device tree overlays, preparing userspace drivers, preloading bitstreams and coniguration iles.

4.3.1 PMU Firmware. In order to control the ICAP from the ZynqMP’s PS, the control registers in the Conigura-

tion Security Unit (CSU) must be whitelisted for access; to do this, it must be enabled from the PMU irmware

upon booting. The PMU is a hardened Microblaze [45] processor embedded within the ZynqMP’s processing

system, responsible for power, error management as well as managing access to the CSU control registers. Under

the vendor provided irmware, these control registers are blacklisted and the Linux kernel may not access the

registers that allow for toggling between PCAP and ICAP control [43]. Due to this restriction we build a modiied

version of the PMU irmware, that enables secure access to speciic register addresses, in particular the 0xFFCA3008

register which toggles bitstream loading between PCAP and ICAP (it defaults to PCAP).

4.3.2 Device Tree. The Linux kernel builds a mapping of the hardware made available to itself using a Device Tree

(DT). Typically on embedded ARM based architectures, this DT is constructed at build time to allow the kernel to

load drivers in relation to the hardware described as connected, for example hardware that is memory mapped

or made available over a speciic interface such as I2C. Considering that the PL may be treated as generically

deinable logic, a designer may choose to implement a number of custom processor peripherals such as memory

mapped or streamed interfaces (via memory mappable DMA, that may require internal switching), thus it is

important to track hardware changes with a dynamic device tree. As the tools do not enforce strictly deined

shell interfaces, as such the ability to update the device tree is important for allowing the kernel to track the

location of memory maps within the FPGA.

configuration.json

PR bitstream loaded DT fragment@0 applied

configuration applied

kernel update driver 
status = “okay”

mode applied (MMIO 
registers R/W, etc.)

Fig. 8. Applying DT fragment via configuration

1 axi_accel0: axi_accel@0 {

2 compatible = "linux,axi_accel ";

3 status = "disabled ";

4 };

5 fragment@0 {

6 target = <&axi_accel0>;

7 __overlay__ {

8 status = "okay";

9 };

10 };

Listing 3. Example of AXI DT fragement@0

The 3.18 release of the Linux kernel introduced the device tree overlay (DTO), an implementation of the

in-kernel device tree which can be used to modify the kernel’s live tree and afect the running kernel, such as

applying driver changes, registering and deregistering nodes, in turn loading/unloading modules. Xilinx’s FPGA

Manager ofers the ability to update the DTO while programming bitstreams but does not possess the ability to
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import these overlays from the FPGA build process or produce the overlays from the DFX worklow. The build

tooling uses the data from the FPGA build process to generate custom DTOs, describing required modes and

conigurations which are then stored alongside the bitstreams for PR. Currently this is performed for AXI and

AXI-Stream based accelerators, using the MMIO addresses and the DMA arbitrator location, generated at build

time, respectively. DTO loading is crucial when applying conigurations that require changes to nodes of the live

device tree, for example alerting a driver the status of a hardware module as shown in listing 3 and Fig. 8.

4.3.3 Kernel Drivers. To accommodate varying PL peripherals, we opt for generic PL drivers to handle data

transfer between the PS and PL rather than rolling custom framework speciic drivers. The coniguration of

the drivers required in the device tree overlay are generated for a speciied coniguration during the FPGA

build process. Nodes are generated for all of the available MMIO (AXI) addresses as well as the position of any

AXI-Stream interfaces, located under the DMA controller.

5 RUNTIME MANAGEMENT

Managing the FPGA abstraction from the PS at runtime requires a software layer to determine which hardware

interfaces are exposed to the user and how to apply the target conigurations. The runtime is designed to run

in the Linux userspace, providing an API to user applications and abstract how PL hardware is controlled and

how data is moved between the PL and the PS. This is one area where many existing PR frameworks have not

dedicated much efort, assuming that the designer should deine the speciic loaded bitstreams at runtime rather

than abstracting this based on the modes deined during the build phase. The abstraction aims to enable the

high level adaptation logic to be written independent of the low level reconiguration details, without needing

knowledge of where bitstreams are stored, how to load device tree overlays or read/write from speciic memory

addresses in the PL, etc.

PS

PL

Kernel

PR Service

Xilinx AXI DMA 
Wrapper Udmabuf Driver

Linux Kernel

User Application

PR Shell

User PR Modules

UIO Driver
Userspace

Fig. 9. ZyPR Linux Stack [8].

5.1 Configuration Abstraction

To simplify the user’s perspective for controlling the state of the PL, we use the concept of modes and conigura-

tions mentioned in section 2.
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5.1.1 Hardware Resources. Hardware is abstracted into JSON coniguration iles that describe the target state of

the FPGA, expressed by the modes and conigurations, and how the userspace can interface with the current logic

in the PL. The location of the PR bitstreams and arrangement of RMs and RPs is handled by the coniguration

manager.

5.1.2 Device Tree Overlay. The Linux kernel uses the device tree to instruct the operating system to what physical

hardware interfaces are available to the kernel. In recent versions of the Linux kernel, support for device tree

overlays has allowed changes to be made to the device tree during runtime and can be applied with the kernel’s

conigfs interface. For the PL, this can be used to dynamically load and unload hardware accordingly what is

loaded in the accelerator slots at any point in time. During the building process, Vivado generates a compressed

export directory, an XSA (HDF in older versions), that contains a map of IP cores that have accompanying Linux

drivers. The PetaLinux build process uses this to construct a device tree, providing driver and memory mapped

support for supported IP cores. While this works for static PL bitstreams, it generates a full device tree for the

static hardware, without support for dynamic logic in PR regions. The PetaLinux generated device tree is used to

construct design speciic DT fragments, injecting extracted memory address maps and clocks logic from the build

time generated infrastructure to create fragments for each coniguration. A beneit of using DTOs to manage

system wide conigurations, is that it retains its state and coniguration, regardless of the application. If the user’s

application is paused or stopped, the coniguration should be maintained/stored, otherwise the designer must

implement their own mechanisms to track memory addresses and conigurations, outside of the application’s

runtime. Stopping the application should not unnecessarily unload or reload the FPGA; a DTO allows this to be

tracked outside of the user’s application.

5.1.3 Linux Userspace Drivers. The runtime service executes exclusively from userspace to utilise the multitude

of software libraries available, unlike the restrictive nature of kernel drivers. We make use of existing mainline

drivers such as UIO and a lightweight userspace wrapper for Xilinx DMA Driver, to reduce dependency on kernel

compatibility. This has the advantage of being a consistent interface that is independent of kernel, reducing

security risks of providing direct hardware control to the user, reducing the likelihood of dangerous bugs impacting

the kernel and allowing for the reliability of existing upstream vendor drivers as opposed to custom drivers. An

alternative design pattern would be to build all the tooling as standalone loadable kernel modules, however this

presents the challenge of needing to support and provide compatibility for our own modules that would need to

support Xilinx hardware such as the DMA controller.

5.1.3.1 Generic Userspace IO. The Linux kernel ships with a module known as the Userspace IO (UIO), which

can be used to communicate directly with memory mapped devices, from the Linux userspace. Using memory

addresses generated from the PR build process (extracted to PR conigurations), the ZyPR runtime gives the

software developer abstracted access to these UIO registers, without requiring them to directly initialise and

setup these modules, themselves. The ZyPR runtime manages the availability of these UIO addresses, to prevent

reading/writing to hardware, while it is in an undeined state. For HLS generated modules, this can be extended

to provide internally addressable registers as this is stored within the modules upon exporting for use as IP core.

5.1.3.2 u-dma-buf. The u-dma-buf module is designed to allocate contiguous physical memory blocks in the

kernel space for use as DMA bufers and provide access from the userspace [14]. These blocks may be used as

DMA bufers when a user application interfaces with UIO mapped IP, such as a DMA Controller in the PL for

streaming data. We use u-dma-buf to cache PR bitstreams, preparing reconiguration bitstreams in contiguous

memory bufers for rapid loading into the PL.

5.1.3.3 Xilinx AXI DMA. We use an open source userspace-accessible module for wrapping Xilinx’s DMA

controller kernel driver, enabling access to both the DMA and Video DMA IP cores [22]. It allows for zero-copy,
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high-bandwidth DMA transfers between the PS and PL allowing data to be moved rapidly between either system.

This wrapper driver support transmit, receive as well as two-way DMA transactions between the PS and PL. Users

can use this module as well as u-dma-buf to create contiguous physical memory blocks mapped to the userspace

to transfer their application data into and out of the PL. We use this driver for both provisioning the ICAP as

well as moving data into user accelerators. This is used in part with the UIO driver to control the AXI-Stream

bus switches which may be shared between ICAP and n number of user accelerators interfaces. The driver

supports both synchronous and asynchronous transfer modes, allowing for callbacks to be registered against the

completion of asynchronous transfer. Asynchronous transfers are used by the runtime enable high performance

and non-blocking reconiguration of the PL. The original wrapper driver does not support Linux kernel releases

greater than 4, so we use a modiied version of the driver that is compatible with both the Zynq and ZynqMP and

has been tested in PetaLinux 2019 (Linux Kernel 4.19.0). Xilinx has since published documentation on how to

wrap their mainline driver for userspace control, we intend to implement this to stay in better sync with Xilinx’s

own changes. The modiied driver has been tested against the 5.x kernel and supports PetaLinux 2020.

5.2 ICAP DMA Provisioning

To provide high performance PR of the PL, we leverage DMA provisioning of the ICAP. Previous academic

work demonstrated a management platform for improving the performance of partial reconiguration via a high

throughput direct memory access to the ICAPE hardware macro [35]. The tool builds upon this by providing

the missing Linux controller for this interface, using an open source DMA driver as well as physical to virtual

memory mapping driver to enable the tool to be controlled entirely from the userspace. Full and PR bitstreams

can be stored at image build time as well as added to the system at runtime. Additionally the mechanism for

provisioning provides a non-blocking software routine that can raise an interrupt on completion, freeing the

PS while PR is ongoing and the PL is ready to receive data. This can be done by either modifying existing or

creating custom coniguration iles as the ZyPR system abstracts the hardware control. Given the performance

advancements of the Zynq Ultrascale+, we are able to clock the hardware controller for ICAPE3 at 200 MHz,

which results in a throughput of 757.2 MiB/s as the DMA transaction approaches saturation.

5.3 Configuration Manager

The runtime or coniguration manager (CM), enables the designer to abstractly control the hardware modes

and conigurations and is a key feature of the framework. Fig. 10 provides an example sequence diagram of the

API calls made by a user’s application to the runtime. Rather than requiring the user to know which bitstreams

contain which selection of modes and conigurations as well as the location of the target bitstream iles, the

runtime can apply these changes by passing it just the name of the coniguration. Referring to ig.10, the CM

provides an abstracted means of preparing contiguous memory bufers via u-dma-buf (A), managing PL MMIO

addresses (C), transferring streamed data into the PL by selecting the desired AXI Switch channels (D) as well as

handling provisioning of PR and static bitstreams into the FPGA (B). In A, the CM checks to see that the required

kernel drives exist and initialises contiguous memory bufers to cache target bitstreams with the u-dma-buf

driver. This is performed to enable rapid loading of these bufers into the DMA controller in the PL and thus

triggering of reconiguration of the FPGA. The number of bitstreams to be cached can be conigured at build

time or at runtime, to manage memory usage. B highlights the CM passing a bitstream bufer pointer to the

DMA driver which triggers a DMA transfer into the PL. The CM ensures that the AXI-Stream Switch is set to the

ICAPE macro and starts the DMA transaction. The loaded bitstream may also be read out from the ICAPE using

this same method. C demonstrates how the CM abstracts the addressing of memory mapped PL peripherals (AXI

& AXI Lite). The user is not required to track these PL memory addresses, they simply need to load the required

mode and the CM ensures that the correct registers are populated. When building modes from HLS generated IP
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cores, the build tool is able to generate hooks for the internal registers and provide granular access; without this,

the designer must manually specify the address spaces. In D, the CM checks which AXI-Stream path is required

for the user’s transfer and changes the transfer path such that it points at the target accelerator. The AXI DMA

driver allow for single direction transfers as well as bidirectional transfers both of which can be set to trigger on

an interrupt from the PL, providing non-blocking transfers to the PL. At release we provide programmatic access

to the CM using the C++ API but intend to expose it generically as Linux service.
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Fig. 10. Sequence diagram for the ZyPR Runtime (Loading and Data transfer)
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5.4 Runtime API

We provide a lightweight C++ API for controlling and provisioning modes and conigurations between the PS

and PL. This API provides abstractions to the conigurations and modes as well as manages the data low between

an application and the PL. We intend to later release a Python library enabling software designers to further

abstract their applications as well as extend the Xilinx PYNQ platform to leverage abstractions. We use z for the

ZyPR Manager and s for the coniguration.

• ZyPR z(hardware,configs) ś ZyPR constructor takes overrides for default bitstream and coniguration direc-

tories.

• z.init(config) ś load a default coniguration into the PL. This uses the FPGA manager driver as the

initialising bitstreams must be loaded over PCAP before the ICAP can be used.

• z.status() ś returns a struct containing the status of the PL including the currently loaded string:config,

string:mode, and bool:pl_busy.

• z.configs() ś returns the available conigurations in the default location.

• z.config(config) ś load a coniguration into the PL.

• z.alloc(size, name) ś allocates contiguous memory for accelerator use.

• z.exit() ś cleanly tears down the ZyPR runtime.

• s.modes() ś returns the available modes within the coniguration.

• s.mode(mode) ś load a mode into a coniguration.

• s.write(reg) ś read from a register speciied in the mode.

• s.read(reg) ś write to a register speciied in the mode.

• s.transfer(buffer, type, direction) ś read/write a bufer in PS to a coniguration in the PL either via DMA

stream or a memory transfer. enum:typemay either be dma or axi. enum:directionmay also be a two_way_transfer,

which sends data from the PS to the PL and waits for the PL to write back into the PS.

The runtime API is designed to predominately use the pre-generated JSON coniguration objects built by the

tools in the build worklow. This allows the user to manually tweak the conigurations to suit their applications

as well as easily group behaviours such as associated bitstreams, MMIO maps and values.

6 EVALUATION

We evaluate the ZyPR build and runtime tooling in terms of both runtime performance and build complexity. It is

important that the provided abstraction has minimal impact on both user accelerator and software performance.

The evaluation is performed on a ZynqMP development kit, the Ultra96v2 (Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC

ZU3EG), and build time evaluations are conducted using Vivado 2019.2 on a 6 core 12 thread Intel i7-10750H

running at 2.60 GHz with 32 GB of RAM.

6.1 FPGA Resource Consumption

Logical resource consumption is an important metric for custom infrastructure as the more resources consumed

by the framework, the less that is available for user accelerators. The framework scales the shell according to

the number of modules and required interfaces provided by the user. For example, if there are no AXI-Stream

interfaces in any of the user’s accelerators, the tools will not generate an AXI-Stream switch.

6.1.1 Compile-time Generated Infrastructure. Here we demonstrate a varying selection of custom accelerators

with the respective interfaces that they expose and measure the resources consumed by the infrastructure gener-

ated required to support the described interfaces. Table 3 shows the resources across a selection of arrangements;

the consumed resources never exceed 9% of the LUT utilization of the PL. The infrastructure generated to house

additional buses is a Xilinx AXI4 Lite multiplexer, where minimal resources are required to route additional AXI4
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Table 3. PR Manager static PL resources.

PR Region Interfaces FFs LUTs BRAMs
Total LUT Utilisation

of PL (%)

1 AXI4-Lite (32-bit) + 0 AXI4-Stream (32-bit) 7688 5132 5 7.27

2 AXI4-Lite (32-bit) + 0 AXI4-Stream (32-bit) 7738 5142 5 7.28

1 AXI4-Lite (32-bit) + 1 AXI4-Stream (32-bit) 8817 5619 5 7.96

2 AXI4-Lite (32-bit) + 2 AXI4-Stream (32-bit) 9063 6051 5 8.58

Lite buses. The same is true for the AXI-Stream interface, where ZyPR controller manages toggling between the

source and destinations of the Read/Write transactions/streams. This leaves over 90% of the PL resources for the

user’s accelerators or additional shell logic if required to interface with external hardware. Considering that this

is a small UltraScale+ device, larger devices will sufer even less of a fractional overhead.

The generated infrastructure has some limitations enforced by the IP cores that are used to generate bus

routing. Both the AXI-Stream Switch (v3.0) [41] and the AXI Interconnect (v2.2) [40] can support up to 16 Master

and/or Slave interfaces. The tooling has a soft limit to prevent the user creating more interfaces than a single

switch or interconnect can support, although in practice it could be possible to support more interfaces. We

measure the resource consumption by subtracting the resources consumed in the PR regions from the overall

resources required for the complete design.

6.2 Accelerator Performance

To evaluate the impact of ZyPR’s custom generated infrastructure, we quantify the AXI and AXI-Stream transfer

performance. While this evaluation is indicative of the performance of the userspace DMA driver, we show

how there is no hardware performance penalty when using the framework and tools. The tools do not add

any additional infrastructure overhead to the Xilinx interconnect (AXI and AXI-Stream) IP cores and as such

performance is only limited by the these cores. We provide a benchmark of the userspace DMA driver transfers

compared against Xilinx’s own driver running under their PYNQ platform. This demonstration is performed across

varying sized payloads, where the PL is clocked at 200 MHz using a 32-bit AXI-Stream bus, with maximum burst

size set to 256 bits, where the theoretical maximum throughput is expected to be 800 MB/s (approx 763 MiB/s).

The drop in throughput for smaller bitstreams (less than 1 MiB) is amortised in larger bitstream as the DMA

stream saturates.

Across all the demonstrated transfers, the driver used within ZyPR consistently performs at higher throughput

than the equivalent transfer in PYNQ, as shown in Fig. 11, approaching the theoretical maximum throughput while

providing a level of abstraction for controlling accelerators without compromising on performance. We assume

that this discrepancy is due to the Python function calls adding a non-negligible overhead to the performance of

the DMA driver.

As our tools generate virtual memory maps and bufers for accelerators in the PL, these abstractions should

have limited impact on the designer’s ability to orchestrate hardware tasks from software. Unlike PYNQ, where

an interpreted Python layer exists between the user’s software and the hardware, we provide minimally impacted

access to hardware resources from the ZyPR API. Due to the performant interface (DMA from pre-prepared

contiguous memory bufers) provided between the processor and FPGA, the latency is kept low.
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Fig. 11. DMA Driver Benchmark across 1000 transfers (PL clocked at 200 MHz)

6.3 Sotware Overhead

In order to evaluate the performance impacts of the ZyPR runtime, including userspace abstractions, we quantify

various portions of the PRR management abstraction.

6.3.1 Build Time Complexity. While it is diicult to quantify the impact of abstracting the build worklow,

given the variation of eiciency due to designer’s knowledge, development machine performance among other

variables, we provide a timed build run for the tools, generating 4 speciied combinations of modules. The tools

automatically assemble the build low for a given spec.json and thus we quantify the time taken for each of these

steps to be performed by the build tool. Aspects of the build process are handled by Xilinx’s own tools, Vivado

and PetaLinux and are applicable to any PR build low however we can measure the time taken for assembling

the build projects, extracting ports and interfaces as well as crafting the Linux build inputs such as device tree

overlays.

We measure the time taken to run the Vivado automated build tooling for the case study design, where this is

representative of the irst two columns of Fig. 4. To quantify the complexity, time taken for port and interface

extraction is captured as well as the time for a complete Vivado build. For a 3 coniguration design with 1 AXI-Lite

(slave) and 1 AXI-Stream (master & slave), port extraction takes 37.94 seconds and the total build time is 2427

seconds for each partial bitstream and the full bitstreams to be generated. To compare this against a complex

design, assembled and constructed manually, this equivalently could take hours or even days, given build failures,

user error, etc. Comparatively the overhead for the extensions to the worklow are negligible compared against

the vendor locked aspects such as synthesis and implementation.

6.3.2 Runtime Latency. We evaluate the trigger latency for each stage of the reconiguration runtime called from

within Linux. Trigger latency is deined as the time taken for an API call to the CM and may be cumulative if

called multiple times for a complex coniguration, such as with a mode that contains multiple MMIO reads/writes.

Table 4 provides a breakdown for the software overhead (measured as latency) required by the runtime in order to

load and trigger conigurations and modes. This speciically highlight loading bitstreams (as well as a combined

MMIO write) as this sufers the greatest impact on overhead from the API. It is important to evaluate this as
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Table 4. Runtime Latency Breakdown.

Software Layer Latency (ms)

Set up CSU✥ 5.58

Initialise drivers✥ 4.87

Allocate bufers●★ 3.18

Parse JSON●★ 2.26

Load conig (bitstream only)●★ 0.21

Load conig (bitstream + MMIO)●★ 1.23

✥ : Performed once●★ : May be performed multiple (per conig).

these software calls might be expected to be performed during an asynchronous transfer of PR bitstream to the

PL and thus should be minimal such as not to impact the total time to perform a provision of a coniguration.

Notable the parsing of coniguration JSON iles adds non-signiicant latency to the actual coniguration of the

bitstreams, given that they can be performed asynchronously and at higher throughput that other tools. We

argue that given the signiicant increase in time to load bitstreams versus FPGA Manager, that this abstraction is

justiied to reduce complexity for tracing bitstreams and managing conigurations. Certain aspects of the tool

may be performed at the boot time of the device, such as initialising generic userspace drivers, however these are

included in the table as it could be assumed that they are not loaded until the runtime starts. Bufer generation is

measured with a 5 MiB contiguous block of memory allocated for the user’s accelerator in the PL. This bufer

generation is used for both accelerator and PR loading. It’s important to note that time to parse JSON objects

scales depending on the complexity of the conigurations and modes.

6.4 Partial Reconfiguration Performance

We demonstrate the PR controller on the FPGA by clocking it at 200 MHz and provide a benchmark comparing

the runtime loading bitstreams into the PL against Xilinx’s FPGA manager runtime. Theoretically while the ICAP

may be clocked at higher frequencies [13], we demonstrate it in the context of this case study, where all the IP

cores are also clocked at 200 MHz and share the same DMA controller as the ZyPR PR controller.

6.4.1 Comparison to FPGA Manager. We evaluate the performance against Xilinx’s provided FPGA manager

tool, as shown in Fig. 12. As previously discussed in [8], the FPGA manager tool is verbose so both a default

(verbose) and silent version are compared against our runtime. In [8] we showed the performance of the ICAPE3

running at 100 MHz; Given that we are able to further clock the ICAPE3 macro at 200 MHz [44], performance is

signiicantly improved against the traditional PCAP reconiguration low. We benchmark our runtime at 100 MHz

and 200 MHz against Xilinx’s FPGA manager in default and silent modes, using 3 varying sized bitstreams (5.430

MiB, 2.565 MiB and 1.330 MiB). The bitstreams were generated by varying the size of the assigned RP. Timings for

the asynchronous calls to the DMA engine from the ZyPR runtime are provided, which while not a true measure

of the performance, give insight into the earliest availability of the processor after reconiguration is triggered.

This is a ixed triggering overhead of approximately 33 us for a bitstream of any size, where an interrupt handler

will ire when the DMA transaction completes. During this time the processor is free to begin applying the device

tree fragments, establishing any accelerator speciic bufers, etc. The results demonstrate that the runtime has a

signiicant advantage over the FPGA Manager, increasingly so as the sizes of the bitstreams increase and the time

to trigger the DMA transaction is amortised in the time for transfer. Increasing the frequency of the ICAP from a
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Fig. 12. PR Runtime Performance (time to load bitstream).

base clock of 100 MHz to 200 MHz resulted in an increased throughput of 94.8% (from 388.7 MiB/s to 757.3 MiB/s)

demonstrated when compared against the PL clocked at 100 MHz (measured using the 5.430 MiB bitstream).

7 CASE STUDY

We demonstrate the ZyPR build tool and runtime using an HLS Vitis Vision accelerated image processing

application case study that uses a USB webcam (Logitech C920) attached to the Ultra96v2’s processing system.

As our tools are aimed at users who may not be experts in RTL design, we choose to demonstrate a simple image

processing application built from HLS sources, as this is a likely choice for designers looking generate complex

accelerator logic from higher level source code. Our tools consume the Verilog output iles from generated by

the HLS source, matching the ports and interfaces of the accelerator. While we do not suggesting that our tools

helps with the design of the RTL accelerators themselves, the ability to utilize HLS enables users to more rapidly

iterate on their applications.

We show how the simple runtime C++ API can be used to control the FPGA, through loading conigurations

and updating modes, demonstrating how PR and MMIO are managed.

The example design uses 3 PRRs with 3 independent conigurations; an initial histogram computation followed

by two image manipulations accelerators, which can be either pass-through, a gaussian ilter, chroma key ilter,

gamma correction and/or histogram equalisation. These are connected to the PS using a combination of AXI

Lite and AXI-Stream interfaces. The acceleration modules are generated from Xilinx’s Vitis Vision HLS libraries

[39] which ofer OpenCV function acceleration for FPGAs. Using static reconiguration and the FPGA Manager

(limited to 256 MB/s), bitstream loading would occupy signiicant percentage of time sampling from the camera

interface, resulting in dropped frames. The case study provides a demonstration of how accelerator chaining is

relevant to image/video processing applications.

Interfaces extracted during the build low are used to instruct the tools which interfaces on the accelerators

should be connected. Fig. 13 highlights chaining accelerators using the tools. Using a traditional shell based PRR,

data must irst be sent to the PS to be redirected back into another shell containing the next function, unless

complex bus logic for interconnection has been implemented. This case study also highlights the signiicance of

high performance PR, allowing us to rapidly modify regions 0, 1 and 2 without loss of frames.
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Fig. 13. Overview of HLS Vitis Vision chained accelerator demo

A histogram computation is performed in the irst accelerator core, and sent to the software application (via

MMIO AXI) to then sequence the chained conigurations such that the image passing through each accelerator is

processed to improve the quality of the output image. Reconiguring rapidly during the image stream to provide

real time improvements without dropping frames. The thresholds for the histogram computation can be adjusted

in the software application to be more or less aggressive with attempts to improve image quality. While the

demonstration shows the use of just a few acceleration cores, additional regions could be used to chain further

image manipulation such as resizing or scaling.

7.1 PR Region Data Chaining

To conigure chaining, the designer can set the following parameters as shown in listing 4.

Listing 4 shows how the PR chain is conigured with a JSON array. The order in which the regions are referenced,

refers to how they will be connected, where region_a is the irst region of the chain (connected to the output of

the PS DMA controller) and region_c is the last region (connected to the input of the PS DMA controller). Fig. 14

shows the process of the PS application using the PL accelerated histogram to make conig/mode decisions based

upon the current image in the accelerator chain. The PS application is shown to apply a gaussian ilter to region

1 of the PL and then a stream pass through for region 2, upon deciding the histogram data is acceptable.
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Fig. 14. PS uses histogram to determine accelerators to apply

1 {

2 "pr_regions": {

3 "region_a": {

4 "pblock": [

5 "SLICE_X36Y121:SLICE_X47Y155 DSP48E2_X3Y50:DSP48E2_X4Y61 ..."

6 ],

7 ...

8 },

9 "region_b": { ... },

10 "region_c": { ... }

11 },

12 "pr_chains": [

13 "region_a",

14 "region_b",

15 "region_c"

16 ]

17 }

Listing 4. Enable PRR chaining

Given this can be used with both conigurations and modes, the software can intelligently determine to load

new bitstreams or make adjustments to the currently loaded accelerators (such as applying a mode).
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7.2 Design Efort and Framework Impact

In order to manually develop the application described in the case study, the designer would have to undertake

a series of manual steps, highlighted in 4. The initial stage of designing the accelerators themselves is beyond

the scope of this framework but high level synthesis tools are used to reduce the complexity of RTL design but

without aid from automation, the complexity of the vendor tooling provides a high barrier to entry for novice

designers. Fig. 4 describes the worklow that is automated by the tools, where the nodes in the low diagram,

represent each of the steps that would need to be manually performed by a designer. This diagram assumes there

are no mistakes or errors on the designer’s behalf.

Fig. 4 is a high level overview of the complexity; in reality there are signiicantly more steps involved in

the development process such as tweaking board settings, correcting for mistakes and manually verifying

compatibility across modules and regions. Some of the underlying steps such as parsing the interfaces from

modules can be quantiied, however the time taken to extract interfaces and generate custom build infrastructure

is amortised by the time taken for the tools to perform synthesis and place and route. For the case study, the tools

added 37.94 seconds of overhead to extract interfaces compared to the 2427 second implementation run within

Vivado. While it is largely arbitrary to measure the impact of our tools in the scope of the entire worklow, it

demonstrates that running our tools only contribute to 1.5% of the total build time. Provided that the user is only

required to deine a single conig ile, to generate a ready-to-go Linux image, this can be considered a signiicant

advantage.

Comparing the case study project, for a user to design and develop the infrastructure to support 3 diferent

PR regions with 3 diferent accelerators, the coniguration ile is 230 lines of JSON (including JSON syntax),

where 38 lines are tooling setup. During build time, the tools generated approximately 1706 lines of code (LoC),

including TCL scripts, Verilog wrappers, data stores (JSON) and memory maps (CSV). Additionally, this spans 36

diferent generated iles and does not include the templates used by the tools to generate the project iles, which

are not stored in the case study build directory. While this is also a largely arbitrary measurement of complexity

reduction, it demonstrates the complexity of developing an application and how much automation is performed

by the tools. We expect to be able to even further reduced the LoC as we could condense the module extraction

process by pointing the tools at a directory and infer the source iles to generate the accelerator cores.

7.3 Comparison to Existing Tools

The case study demonstration shows the webcam running at a resolution of 1080 x 1920 pixels at 30 frames per

second. For a pBlock allocated to support the largest of conigurations, the chroma key function, the runtime

is able to perform partial reconiguration in 1.808 ms for a 1.330 MiB bitstream. The pBlock is sized at 22.45%,

22.45%, 26.67% of the respective total available CLB LUTs, CLB Flip-Flops, DSPs on the ZU3EG ZynqMP device

(Ultra96v2). For a camera producing a new frame every 33.3 ms, reconiguration must be performed at least within

this time frame and should factor additional software overhead to ensure frames are not dropped. Comparing this

to FPGA manager, the same bitstream was loaded in 17.8 ms. While this is acceptable, given the low framerate of

the USB camera only one or two frames might be dropped, higher performance systems such as those used in

critical safety systems for autonomous vehicles [30] or with complex PL logic demanding larger pBlocks (thus

larger bitstreams), begin to become constrained by time to reconigure under FPGA Manager. This scenario could

be envisioned with the use of a high data-rate MIPI-based camera connected directly to the PL. At present this is

not achievable with the target Ultra96v2 board as there were no available MIPI camera modules but could be

demonstrated on another device in future work.
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7.4 Runtime Application

The code in listing 5 demonstrates the abstraction used to load a coniguration and then apply a subsequent mode.

The JSON conig iles are generated from the build process and can be later modiied by the user to add additional

modes, as shown by the full_hdmode in listing 6. In the case study, the mode full_hd is used to set MMIO registers

in the accelerator module corresponding to the resolution of the frames being transferred between the PS and PL.

The full_hd mode used in this snippet was added post-build by the designer, the default coniguration JSON

object was produced by the tools and extendable by the user before the Linux image is compiled. This is

available to the runtime C++ API, requiring minimal understanding of the mechanisms required for provisioning

conigurations and modes.

#include <zypr.h>

void main()

{

string hardware = "/lib/firmware/";

string configs = "/lib/configs/";

Zypr z(hardware , configs);

/* ❵load ❵ writes to the AXI -Stream

Switch to set the multiplexed

outputs as well as writes the

default MMIO register values */

cout << z.configs () << endl;

Config s = z.config("gaussian");

/* ❵mode ❵ writes to MMIO registers

with any custom settings specified

by the designer in the generated

JSON objects. */

cout << s.modes() << endl;

s.mode("full_hd");

}

Listing 5. C++ API

"slug": "gaussian",

"type": "partial",

"regions": [

{

"name": "gaussian_a",

"bitstream": "gaussian_a.bin",

"overlay": "gaussian.dtbo",

"interfaces": {

"axi_stream": "0x1",

"axi_mmio": "0xa0050000"

},

"modes": {

"default": {

"0x40": "0x438",

"0x44": "0x780"

},

"full_hd": {

"0x40": "0x1E0",

"0x44": "0x280"

}

}

}

]

Listing 6. JSON Config & Mode
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8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented ZyPR: a toollow for automating the build process of PR designs, from HDL through

to a inal ready-to-go Linux image supporting a custom runtime coniguration manager. ZyPR takes the logic

from user applications, extracts interfaces, and generates infrastructure at compile-time to support data transfer

between the PS and PL. It hides the complexity of the PR build process and the hand over to PetaLinux for Linux

kernel compiling and ilesystem construction. ZyPR also incorporates a high performance coniguration manager

that utilises the hardened ICAP on Zynq and Zynq Ultrascale+ architectures for near theoretical throughput

provisioning of PR bitstreams into the PL (388 MiB/s and 757 MiB/s for the Zynq and ZynqMP respectively). The

ZyPR runtime manages both PR and hardware control under abstractions for conigurations and modes. We

compared ZyPR’s performance against Xilinx’s own FPGA Manager driver used by other design frameworks and

showed performance beneits as well as functional behaviours such as non-blocking DMA triggering which free

the processor to complete device tree overlay provisions and bufer generation while awaiting an interrupt to

denote PR completion. We demonstrate how ZyPR can be used with a vision processing case study that uses the

build tools to generate a design for HLS-based accelerators chained together for tuning image quality.

Given the scope of this work and the breadth of the problem being addressed, it is useful to address what is

presently unsupported:

• Further simpliication of writing RTL (Xilinx’s Vitis HLS and others already exist)

• Support for non-Verilog modules (VHDL and SystemVerilog)

• Explicit loorplanning optimisations (tools allow for use with other tools/default pblock placements per

device)

• Runtime PR resource scheduling (existing academic tools already perform this function)

We propose these features for future research as well as an intention to support building from the FuseSoC [18]

IP library tool, to allow for users to easily fetch packages from libraries and include them in their PR designs. This

would allow for users to easily include modules for their PR designs and reduce the RTL design complexity. We

intend to further extend HLS support to expose the HLS generated module’s internal registers and allow generated

MMIO register maps to be exposed via the runtime API. Furthermore it would provide additional abstraction to

integrate this worklowwith Xilinx’s PYNQ tools, implementing low level optimisations under lightweight Python

wrappers. Additionally, it would be advantageous to decouple the Linux build process from Xilinx’s PetaLinux

project as maintaining this in an up-to-date manner is complex as development board, Vitis, PetaLinux, Yocto

Layers and Linux Kernel versionsmust all align in order to successfully build Linux images. The ZyPR framework is

available at https://github.com/accl-kaust/zypr and the Python library at https://github.com/accl-kaust/interfacer

as open source repositories for wider adoption and contribution by the community.
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